CRIMINAL. LAW
bj private conciliation to settle the complaint and
to get the discriminator to give a satisfactory
written assurance for the future Only if such
assurance is refused will court proceedings arise
The Board will proceed in one of the special county
comts (D5) where the judge will be assisted by
two assessors The court may grant an injunction
to restrain future unlawful discrimination or
damages for actual or potential loss suffered by
the victim or both Disobedience will mean a
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penalty for contempt of couit Employment
complaints are an exception they will be first
referred to the Department of Employment and
Productivity which will try to settle by concilia
Won If there is suitable machinery If the com
plainant is dissatisfied he caa appeal to the
Board which can then apply for injunction or
damages for actual loss and loss of opportunity
(compensation for lost benefit which the com.
plamant might have expected)
ADDITIONAL DETAILS ON CRIMINAL LAW
(PUNISHMENT)
(See DID)
OVERCROWDING IN PRISONS—POSSIBLE
REMEDIES
It has lone been recognised that the country s
prisons manj of which were built more than a
century ago are extremely congested partly
because of the increase in convictions during the
past 20 years (from 20 000 to 40 000) and partly
because the present accommodation is not adapted
to modern ideas of reformative treatment (DIO(D)
In November 1970 the Home Office Parliamentary
Under Secretary outlined a double approach to
the problem First the prison building and
modernisation programme is to be pressed on as
fast as possible Secondly the Government is
looking into new alternative forms of punishment
and treatment This however requires the
understanding and approval of public opinion
the Home Office must stress that it does not safe
guard the genervl comraumtj to herd men into
old fashioned prisons sleeping two or three in a
one man cell which prevents the use of reforma
twe methods and makes prisons places that train
men for further crime rather than try to reform
them to live in the general community
Ihis second plan—to find suitable alternative
methods of treatment—will necessitate increasing
the probation and after care service from its
strength of 3400 (November 1970) to 4700
officers by 1975 The cost of training them and
of paying them adequate salaries will be provided
by the Government if however the present
trend of crime increase continues convicted men
will be hardened and more difficult for probation
officers to deal with However three working
groups of consultants are considering how the
proposed enlarged services can best be used
The prison population can be divided roughly
into two—(1) those whose offences and conduct
show clearly the need for secure detention (see
D(10(D)— Prevention ) (2) those who could be
dealt with adequately in ways which do not
segregate them from their families and general
society who may be reformed by help and guid
ance (D10(l)— Reformation ) and thus avoid
drifting into recmdism —i e continual
repetition of crane
Division (2) may be treated in three possible
wars
(a) A scheme of part tune community service
by offenders to be run by probation officers and
voluntary (charitable) agencies This would be
purposeful which prison life is not offenders
would he encouraged under supervision to make
some repayment to the general community for
the injury and damage they have done (see also
D1KD—Compensation) If this succeeded it
would avoid the enormous problems of adjust
ment to civilian life for prisoners who intend to
go straight at the end of their sentence But
 many practical problems are involved and are
being uvve&tigated
(6) A scheme combining a fine with a compulsory
term of probation It is recognised that this
has the disadvantage of changing the present
basis of the relationship between the probation
officer and the offender which is very important
But there is bound m any case to be on element
of compulsion in practice if supervision by proba
tion officers is to play its part in a new system of
substitutes for prison Investigation has started
(c) A scheme of intermediate treatment —
compulsory attendance at day or evening centres
or in hostels where offenders can receive constant
guidance and support In 1970 the Home Office
began an experiment to extend the scope of
approved probation hostels (previously provided
only for treatment of juveniles m need of care—
D41) to men up to 20 or even 35 years of age
Xne Courts are already using these new facilities
for some men with criminal records who would
otherwise have been sent to prison Voluntarily
run hostels for after care ire already in use a
similar system should be tried to keep men out
of prison Investigation proceeds
Further suggestions being considered are M
extending the temporary release of prisoners on
parole and (n) relaxing the censorship of letters
at open prisons This latter is already par
tially in force at one open prison And (in)
the home leave scheme which now applies
towards the end of a sentence for certain prisoners
serving five years or more may be extended to
some serving three years or more
Since this pronouncement the tragic fact has
emerged that among the greatly increased total
prison population (see above) there were about
13 500 mentally disturbed persons in 1969 com
pared with 8 000 in 1961 For these men prison
is totally unsuitable they need long term medical
or psychiatric treatment but only three hostels
are at present (November 1970) suitable holding
only about 160 patients Part of the difficulty
is that orisons are the responsibility of the Home
Office mental hostels or hospitals of the Depart
ment of Health there is now ixo legal power to
confine auch mentally disturbed persons in mental
hospitals if they do not choose to stay if they
abscond and commit further offences they can
be sent only to prison and from there to mental
hospitals agam To prevent this process from
being constantly repeated the law should be
changed so that auch unfortunates may be
securely held in mental hostels or hospitals during
their treatment (This Is quite apart from places
like Broadmoor where persons found not guilty
by reason of insanity (D10(l)) of murder are
confined during the Queens pleasure —
1, e until (if ever) they are no longer dangerous )
ADDITIONAL DETAILS ON LAW OF LANDLORD AND
TENANT
(See D26(l))
THE HOUSING ACT   1669   AND A BRIEF
FORECAST OF EXPECTED REFORM
The object of the vary lengthy 1969 Act was to
increase the availabihty of housing accommoda-
tion at reasonable and fair rents It was argued
that before the Act landlords of dwellings con
trotted by the old Kent Restrictions Acts—a
 control perpetuated by the Acts of 1965-1968
for premises of very low rateable value (D8S(2))
were unwilling either to let them because of the
pooi return or to put or keep them m a good state
of repair with proper amenities of a/ modern kind
Accordingly Parts I and H of the 1»6» Act
allow local authorities (referred to below as
' councils ) to provide financial assistance for

